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A handy guide for booksellers and book collectors offering practical advice on how to improve the

quality and look of your books and ephemera. Finally a book on book repair for the rest of us. Clear,

easy to follow directions for repairing books at home or in the shop. Includes torn pages, shaken

spines, library pockets, bookplates, stickers, crayon, writing, insects, leather care and much more.
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Joyce Godsey has been professional bookseller for thirty years. Her training in book conservation

and repair helped her develop earlier versions of this book. For ten years she has been offering

online advice about book cleaning and repair to booksellers and collectors. Joyce's

Bookrepairsupply.com vends a wide range of the specialty materials used in the book. In addition to

bookselling, writing and editing, Joyce is an enthusiastic photographer and cyclist and is also active

in community volunteer work.

This is a thin book, but it's information is worthwhile, with on the whole good suggestions for

booksellers. I tend to keep repairs to a minimum and the book matched my perspective. It does

miss one of the most useful products, silica gel. Silica gel, powdered stuff available at craft stores

for drying flowers, is a handy thing for booksellers and collectors. Scattered on shelves or in boxes it

prevents silverfish more effectively than anything else. It is also for moisture control, and is widely

used by museums, as well as being the packets found with electronics. I have used it in isolation



boxes when I have had moistured damaged books.

This book has everything you need on how to repair old books. It is well written and easy to

understand. The Table of Contents is well organized. I am not a bookseller but instead have a

fascination for old books. Every old book that I treasure is not in good shape. This book helps you

not only improve the esthetics of the book but also to repair the functionality of the book. It covers

stains, pencil markings, gum, ect. This is a must have! I am definitely happy with my purchase.

This book offers several different techniques for each problem. You choose the technique that is

most comfortable to you. Not a lot of pages, but I'm more of an action speaks louder than words

type of guy. Find the problem, find the solution, and get to work!I also thoroughly enjoyed the supply

list. Now I have all the tools, and it's just a matter of experience with the techniques. Book repair, in

my opinion, is fun. This book spells it all out. And gets you going. I'll use this book a lot for repairing

my personal library. Great and easy to understand.

I am a book lover, a former librarian, and a professional bookseller. I have owned this handy guide

in every edition yet published, and keep the latest one always at hand. I have *never* had a book

repair question that it could not answer, and the results that I have obtained by following its clear

and detailed instructions have been excellent, extending the life and improving the appearance of

my books.Book Repair for Booksellers: A guide for booksellers offering practical advice on book

repairÂ has paid for itself time and again.The author also maintains a website where videos of repair

techniques may be viewed, and repair supplies purchased at reasonable cost.

A little general but I'm a novice. Author obviously knows what she's doing! Happy to have this book

now I need to get the supplies.

This book has a lot to offer as somewhat of a reference, especially on materials.The book suffers

from too few diagrams explaining the repairs and too many undefined words. I know the author must

know what these terms mean, but the author should explain them to us. Otherwise, it's time to

Google the word so not all is lost.I did find out what "recto" and "verso" are, and that came in handy

watching "The Chase" TV quiz show the other night.

I chose this rating, because the book is outstanding. I've been conducting my own repairs for many



years, and I appreciate that much of what I've been doing has been confirmed in this book. If you

want to repair your books, or want to evaluate when to send them out for professional repair, then

buy and read this book. It's full of very useful information, ideas, and solutions.

As a used bookseller, I'd been searching for a good guide for making minor book repairs. After

reading some reviews on this book, I ordered it from .It's easy to read and to find specific issues.

The topics are thorough, and the instructions are practical.Very glad I bought this one for my

reference shelf!Book Repair for Booksellers: A guide for booksellers offering practical advice on

book repair
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